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Effects of anisotropic surface tension on first-order-transition singularities
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For systems displaying two-phase coexistence without rotational invariance, anisotropic surface tension
and nonspherical droplets are present. To study small fluctuations around such droplets, we construct a
natural coordinate system and find the quadratic form. In general, their spectrum differs from the isotro-
pic case and affects the nature of the first-order transition singularities. However, in two bulk dimensions,
the spectrum is sufficiently simple that the singularity is universal.
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in d (bulk) dimension. Further, higher-order contributions
beyond the Gaussian approximation do not appear to
change the value of b, at least in two dimensions. One
predicts then an essential singularity at first-order transi-
tions which is universal for all (isotropic) Landau-Ginzburg
theories. This universality is unrelated to the universality of
the critical point; the large length scale, with respect to
which microscopic details are irrelevant, is the radius of the
nucleating droplet which becomes unboundedly large as
coexistence is approached (H 0 ).

The predicted FE dependence in both the exponential and
the prefactor of Eq. (1) is in agreement with series expan-

Thermodynamic systems whose order parameter has at
most a discrete symmetry typically undergo first-order phase
transitions between the various discrete phases at low tem-
peratures. Nucleation phenomena involving droplets of one
phase embedded in another p1ay an important role at these
first-order transitions. A primitive model permitting only
spherical droplets contains an essential singularity. Al-
though this feature persists in more sophisticated calcula-
tions, the detailed form of the singularity is modified
when fluctuations away from spherical are included.

A specific way to expose the singularity is to consider a
uniaxial (Ising) system in a magnetic field H. For the stable
phase below the critical temperature, say H & 0, there is a
real free-energy function I" (H). The existence of the nu-
cleating (or critical) droplet of radius ac I/~H~ in the meta-
stable phase implies that the continuation of this function
F(H) to H (0 has an imaginary part whose form can be
calculated for ~H~ small:

ImF(argH= +n )
= +B~H(~exp[ —A [H[ t~ "[1+0(H')iI . (1)

Here the exponential factor arises from the competition
between the volume and surface energies of the droplet.
The power b in the prefactor comes from the Gaussian ap-
proximation for the fluctuations and is independent4 of the
details of, e.g. , the Landau-Ginzburg potential used to
derive (1):

m[S) =„o-(N)da —
~ (iHIdV (3)

for a droplet bounded by surface S. Accordingly, the critical
droplet So is one which extremizes P. The construction re-
lating o-(N) to the (nonspherical) Sp is standard. For ex-
ample, in the square lattice Ising model both a. (N) and Sp
are known exactly. 9

The classical contribution of the anisotropy (and of a
volume term incorporating the true magnetization) to the
amplitude 3 in (1) is in excellent agreement with the nu-
merical results from the square lattice Ising model, ' while
the power —(d —1) within the exponential is unaffected by
anisotropy. However, the power b in the prefactor wi11, in
general, be sensitive since it arises from the fluctuations
around the critical droplet. In particular, for d=3 where
facets are possible due to positive roughening temperatures,
it is conceivable that the critical "droplet" has only facets.
An extreme example is the cube, whose fluctuations are
elementary and lead to b=0 instead of —7/3! Thus, the
study of fluctuations about a nonspherical droplet is crucial
in determining the (branch point) nature of the singularity
of I'. In this paper, we report first steps in this study. For
arbitrary a. which is associated with a smooth nonfaceted So,
we find the explicit quadratic form governing these fluctua-
tions. Further, we show the surprising result that in d = 2,
the spectrum remains unchanged" for any T&0 so that
b= 1 is universal. Some crucial points are indicated here
with details to be published elsewhere. '

The strategy of the calculation is as follows. Ideally we

sions and Monte Carlo simulation7 performed on two-
dimensional lattice Ising models.

Although the results (1) and (2) capture key features of
nucleation, namely, the competition between surface and
volume energies, and the effects of surface entropy, there is
one important aspect which remains to be incorporated: for
temperatures far below T„ there are anisotropic effects in-
herited from the lattice. In particular, the critical droplet is
not spherical. The successful comparison mentioned above
turns out not to be a sensitive test of anisotropic effects (see
below). Phenomenologically this anisotropy may be taken
into account through a surface tension cr(N) which depends
on the normal N to the surface. Thus we consider an ener-
gy functional
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would like to repeat the calculations of Refs. 2 and 4 start-
ing from an anisotropic Landau-Ginzburg model. At
present this is not feasible (see later comments). What we
can do is to consider the ratio of the partition functions for
the anisotropic and isotropic cases. In this ratio, the classi-
cal terms have the same structure from the surface-volume
competition, as do the Jacobian factors which arise from the
d collective coordinates associated with the translation
modes. The only difference therefore can come from the
ratio of determinants from the two Gaussian integrals, af-
fecting the power b. Thus, it suffices to analyze the effects
of anisotropy on the spectrum of small oscillations in (3).

Starting from (3), we can write, formally, S = Sp+ 5S and
expand about So. Since So is convex, it is possible in princi-
ple to specify it by hyperspherical coordinates and to
describe 5S accordingly, but this approach is immensely
tedious. Instead, we introduce a set of coordinates which is
natural to o- and So. Cover the d dimensional Euclidean
space by (O', A. ), i = 1, '. . . , d —1. The X = constant sur-
faces are precisely So scaled by X. Within each surface, a
point is labeled by 0', the angles associated with the normal
n to So at that point. This labeIing of points is unique for
our class of cr's. Specifically, we start with a dimensionless
a. (i.e., the physical a. in some standard unit o.p) and define
a set of functions (" (p, =l, . . . , d) via' /=no. +V'o. .
Here V represents the gradient with respect to n. Then the
transformation from (8, A. ) to xl' is given by x I'= kP (8').

In this coordinate system, Sp is simply A. = R —= (d —1)a.p/

)H~, while 5S may be described by a scalar function f of 8'
(or n): A. =R+ f(8'') with f((R. The set of points x[f]
of So+ SSare given parametrically by

From here, the calculation is conceptually straightforward
though somewhat involved. We recognize that the surface
element da and the normal N are both functionals of f.
(Note that N[0] =n. ) Expanding cr(N[f])da[f] and dVto
second order in fwithin (3) will yield the quadratic form we
seek.

A surface element da on x[f] can be represented by the
exterior product of all the d —1 differentials x~d0', where
subscripts denote derivatives with respect to O'. Defining
N=x~&&. . .Xxq t and dO—= gd8', we have da = ~N~dO.
But xf = (R +f)g~+ fg so that N is linear in Vf. Writing
J for the Jacobian in

d x= JX 'dk dO

and

F—= X (fk/R~)'fl" . 4k' —I" fxkk+1" ~ +Cd 1-
k

we expand (3) into

P'[f] =P'[Sp]+ (fMf) + O(f')
Here

(fMf)= ~apRd ' ' [FQF—(d —1)cr'f /R2]jdO~

is the desired quadratic form. Q is the "radius of curva-
ture" tensor 0'g, which is explicitly'3 (1—nn)o-+ t7V'a. .
Physically, the first term is the "kinetic" one, F being
linear in 8f/88, while the second is the "mass" term. Note
that M has 1+d explicit eigenfunctions. One is

ddx[&o-2(N) V$ WQ+ U($) ] (6)

where U contains the standard double-well potential and
magnetic field terms, has the following salient features. (i)

f=constant, with a negative eigenvalue. This represents
the expanding or shrinking mode, against whose perturba-
tions A is unstable. The others are the d Goldstone modes
(f=n e/o. ) representing rigid displacements24 of Sp (by
an infinitesimal amount e).

As we discussed above, to analyze the effects of anisotro-
py, we consider the ratio of determinants of M', the positive
part of M:

detM'[cr ]/detM'[o p] = exp g in R'~ [o ]/E;[harp]], (5)

where EI ) 0 are the eigenvalues. Note that, some of the
E's are undoubtedly degenerate, as in the isotropic case.

This sum is to be cut off when the corresponding eigen-
states involve fluctuations on wavelengths smaller than the
correlation length; for higher eigenvalues, Eq. (3) is no
longer an adequate phenomenological model because of cur-
vature effects or interface structure. On a surface of scale
size R the number of contributing modes hence diverges as

Thus if the ratio of E's approaches a constant, the ampli-
tude of the ~H~ ~~ 'l term obtained from P [Sp] would be
modified. We are concerned about the possible existence of
a logarithmic term from the sum (5) which could contribute
to b in (2). Generically, we can expect facets which cannot
fluctuate and give rise to infinite E's (through Q). Such
E's would be cut off from the sum, leading to changes in
(5). Even for our class of cr's, we have not been able to
rule out a slow decay (of the ratio of E 's) sufficient to pro-
duce a 1n~H~ in the sum.

However, much simplification occurs at d = 2 where facet-
ing is impossible due to zero roughening temperatures.
Now (f,Mf) is proportional to

t de [o. 'f ' —o- (o. + ii )f ']

where f= Bf//88, etc Le—ttin. g P—= o.f, this is j [Q —Q2].
Thus, the spectrum is identical to the isotropic case and the
ratio (5) is precisely unity. So we conclude that the ex-
ponent b in the singularity is unaffected by anisotropy in
two dimensions.

Apart from the obvious open question concerning the
behavior in higher dimensions, several others come im-
mediately to mind. In this paper we restricted ourselves to
smooth, nonfaceted equilibrium shapes, so that our coordi-
nate system is nonsingular. But, once the temperature
drops below roughening temperatures, facets would appear.
Corners and edges can be present even above these tem-
peratures. . It would be important to find a way to bypass
our restriction.

- We have already cited the need to have a clearer under-
standing of an anisotropic Landau-Ginzburg Hamiltonian
which would lead to (3). Preliminary analysis suggests a
simple generalization of the "kinetic" term to

~j a.2(N)(vrp)2 where N($) is the unit vector in the
direction of vr@. The motivation behind it lies in the inter-
pretation of the "kinetic" term as the energy stored in the
gradients of (coarse grained) spin densities. The above gen-
eralization represents an energy which depends also on the
orientation of these gradients. The Hamiltonian
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It is translationally, but not rotationally, invariant with an-
isotropy clearly incorporated. (ii) The properties of planar
interfaces are not modified except for the thickness which is
orientation dependent and directly related to o.. (iii) The
highly nonlinear Euler-Lagrange equations associated with
(6) reduce to the "radial" equation

y"+ (d —1)p'/) =8U/6$,
so that the classical solution appropriate to the isotropic case
can be used here immediately. Note that P' is concentrated

on the surface of the nonspherica1 equilibrium shape we stu-
died before. Far from being a closed issue, (6) presents
problems of its own, e.g. , how does a nonanalytic functional
such as N[P] come about? Further studies are in progress.
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